Cart Turbine :
a new, precious ally
for those who paint

For seventy years the mission of
Rigo® has been the study, design
and construction of equipment
and machinery to simplify and
render more efficient the job of
applying paint products. These
tools have been studied with the
skill and passion appreciated by
operators in this sector because
they become a precious ally of
their professional activities.
Turbine Cart is the fruit of these
many efforts.
With their usual enthusiasm and
knowledge, we are further enlightened by Riccardo Rigolio and
Vincenzo Cattaneo, respectively
Managing Director and Sales Director of Rigo®.

Rigo®

presents on
the market

Cart Turbine
Jolly and Poker,
two machines one summary
of all features
that makes the
equipment
of excellence
a winning ally
in carrying out
of your
own work.

new standard reference for professional operators in this sector.

What was the motive underlying creation of the
new Turbine Cart?
Riccardo Rigolio- Turbine Cart has
two important ancestors: JOLLY
and POKER, two painting machines that met with great success in
the Eighties.
With Turbine Cart we decided to
re-launch these two machines
renewed with our utmost technology and new construction
techniques.
With Jolly and Poker Turbine Cart,
Rigo® intends to reiterate its authority in the painting of medium
and large surfaces thanks to two
machines destined to become the

What has Turbine Cart got
more?
Riccardo Rigolio- We are talkling
of a true and proper combination
of the winning features of Rigo®
equipment. Practically, Turbine
Cart unites two systems for the application of paints which, although
apparently in contrast, in this new
machine find an ideal meeting
point. In fact, the new Turbine Cart
combines the inheritance of both
JOLLY and POKER, incorporating
all their features of robustness,
reliability, long life and high per-
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formance high-pressure painting,
with the addition of top quality
finishing and easy use attributed
to low-pressure painting based on
the HVLP system.

How is the new Turbine
Cart made and how does
it work?
Riccardo Rigolio- The new Rigo®
Turbine Cart is provided with a
stainless steel tank with a capacity of 9 and/or 18 litres according
to the version. It has an easy
opening-closing system and is
of the latest generation for safety
and duration. It is provided with
a robust pressure compressor

and relative manometer to control the flow of paint through the
feed pipes of various diameter
for varnishes/enamels and water
paints.
The special last-generation spray
gun, of most recent design (air
stop) allows independent air/product adjustment. It is completed
with a powerful and suitable
1800W TMR180E Turbine, with
electronic and remotely controlled adjustment, used to nebulise
the product due for application
using the HVLP system.
All the equipment is arranged on
an original and practical trolley, in
painted solid steel pipe, provided
with a folding handle that makes
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The new Rigo® Cart Turbine is a
winning ally for those who paint: its
performance features make easy any
application and optimize results.

the machine easy to handle and
store in a limited space.
With its large wheels it can be
easily pulled up and down steps
with an overall empty weight of
less than 30 kilograms.
Furthermore, a series of universal
sockets with safety switches make
use possible of the new Turbine
Cart with the aid of auxiliary equipment, such as drills, grinders or
paint mixers.
Finally, as for all other Rigo® machines, there are various versions
and an almost infinite series of accessories and spare parts making
it possible to adapt the configuration of the equipment to every
specific requirement.

Every single detail
of the Cart Turbine
has been thought
to achieve the
best operational
performances with
the more secure
and easy to apply
design solutions.

:

Autonomy,
versatility,
safety,
functionality,
time saving
and result
optimisation:
you have all
this in Cart
Turbine!

So, summing up, Turbine
Cart represents a true and
proper ally for operators
having to paint or spray…
Riccardo Rigolio- Autonomy, multi-use, safety, functionality, time
savings and optimised results:
yes, you get all of these with Turbine Cart!
We think that a machine designed
to satisfy operators’ needs must
guarantee an indispensable performance.
When we design new equipment,
we put ourselves in the shoes of
who is going to use it and we look
for every solution, even the most
banal, that could be fundamental
when the equipment is in use.
For example, looking at Turbine
Cart, the safety of the air adjustment valve which automatically
restarts the compressor, or the
ergonomics of the folding handle
that saves space when the Turbine Cart equipment is loaded onto
a vehicle.
But that’s not all. Turbine Cart
was designed to work in tandem
with our TMR 180E Turbine thus
guaranteeing maximum flexibility
by itself or with our Cart system:
practically, whoever needs to use
the spray can choose a machine
suitable for spaces of various sizes
and more or less open, to optimise the use of tools.

mercial objectives have
you in mind for this new
machine?
Vincenzo Cattaneo- At the moment we want to show our clients
the exceptional performance of
Turbine Cart and to do this we
have organised some events in
which we will, first of all, take
care of informing and training
our agents, and then our dealers.
With Turbine Cart we are going to
target a group of operators who
constantly need new equipment
that contributes to increasing their
professionalism.
Turbine Cart goes in this direction.
More professionalism, a more
simple job with better results: these are the elements required by
the operators to whom we have
proposed our machine.
Easy maintenance and transportation do the rest, making Turbine
Cart a trusted tool in daily work.
We have organised a team of
Rigo® testers who will try out
Turbine Cart and provide us with
a detailed assessment of its functions.
In some of our pilot sales points
we will install Turbine Cart so it
is visible to clients and we will
provide information in the form
of brochures, flyers, videos and
photos, mail and news on our
site and Facebook – allowing us
to catch immediately every single
potentiality!

.

What strategic and com-
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